L AY I N G PAT T E R N S

Original.
Beautiful.
Defined.
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Designers' Choice

Dedicated
to pattern
innovation.
Amtico laying patterns begin with
design research. Shapes, angles,
geometry, and scale are developed
by the in-house design team,
working in partnership with expert
manufacturing. We’re dedicated to
crafting pattern design.

Every laying pattern is a
collaboration created through
dedication to finding an
effective pattern for every space.

Our technical drawings
inform the flawless
cutting that makes
our precision tiles.

This collective curiosity,
knowledge, and expertise
helps us to craft original and
innovative patterns, and harness
the incredible precision of our
in-house cutting techniques.

E X P E RT
KNOWLEDGE

The unrivalled knowledge,
expert support, and
bespoke service you’d
expect from a market
leader with over
100 years experience.
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Laying Patterns
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Endless
possibilities.

Colors
B
D

Classic or contemporary. Bold or
understated. Traditional or daring.
Ever beautiful, the Amtico Signature
collection offers endless possibilities
for creating memorable flooring.

A
C
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The Amtico Signature collection has
been created by our talented team
of experts in Britain. This inspirational
collection gives a choice of 16 distinct
laying patterns, many of which are
unique to Amtico.

Colors
B
D
A

166

Products

16

Patterns

4

C

Colors
B
D
A
C
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Arrow

A striking and confident
geometric pattern with shifting
rows of parallelogram tiles.
An abstraction of a traditional
pattern, it allows for imaginative
product combinations as
individual and surprising as the
shapes themselves.
Arrow’s precise beauty and
dynamic movement are a
stunning example of our
advanced cutting capabilities.

Arrow

AR0D1840

Gently contrasting
cream and silver-grey
shades softly emphasise
Arrow’s clean angles.

9"
(228.6 mm)

Created with:
Kura Kala
Kura Caraway

18"
(457.2 mm)

Kura Kala

Kura Caraway
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Varied Block

Five tiles of equal length and
differing widths create this largescale contemporary design.
The strong architectural
geometry and staggered
positioning deliver striking
abstract movement and real
visual impact.
A pattern to make a stunning
statement in large spaces.

Varied Block

AR0D1540

The varied
textures and
tonal blends
of Wood and
Stone meet in
this striking large
scale pattern.
Created with:
Wharf Oak
Kura Caraway
Kura Opium
22"
(558.8 mm)

36"
(914.4 mm)
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a
a

b

Monochrome
contrast

b

Woven
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Woven

A contemporary twist on a
classic Parquet, this pattern
delivers clever modern
geometry through interwoven
shapes. The stunning angles
in the subtle twisted weave
lend themselves to single
color patterns and interesting
linear textures.

9"
(228.6 mm)

Woven

AR0D1300
9"
(228.6 mm)

Two shimmering
Abstracts
gloriously contrast
and complement
the dynamic
geometry.

Glint
Void

Created with:
Glint Orb
Glint Void

Glint
Orb

Monochrome beauty
crafted with
precision cut pieces.
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Polygon Key

Confident, dramatic, and
memorable, the large-scale
polygon and key tiles in this
pattern produce impressive
spaces. Bold geometry that
makes a statement.

Polygon Key

AR0D8500S

Decadent color
blends and stunning
deep-dyed texture
bring new glamour
to Polygon Key.

12"
(304.8 mm)

Created with:
Kura Cassia
Kura Juniper
Kura Anise
34"
(863.6 mm)

17"
(431.8 mm)
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Plank Weave

Trios of large planks
interrupted by short planks,
create a captivating weave.
Perfect for adding interest
to large spaces in classic
Woods or modern Stones and
Abstract finishes.

18"
(457.2 mm)

Plank Weave
36"
(914.4 mm)

AR0D1102

Subtle bands of
weathered tones
move across
the pattern.
Created with:
Parisian Pine

6"
(152.4 mm)
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Kite

A bold and confident design
that introduces parallelogram
tiles to a kite pattern to create
distinctive geometry.
Kite can deliver classic style
or contemporary edge and is
guaranteed to make an impact.

Kite

AR0D8900S

Umbra’s pleats
and curves subtly
diffuse the geometry,
creating pattern flow
across the floor.

14.72"
(373.9 mm)

Created with:
Umbra Veil
Umbra Dusk

17"
(431.8 mm)
3.18"
(80.8 mm)

10.33"
(262.4 mm)
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Oblique Square

A grand, contemporary,
and bold pattern created
by precisely cut large-scale
asymmetric tiles. Oblique
Square creates a fresh backdrop
in one color and is a dramatic
showcase for textures and tones
in multi-product combinations.

18"
(457.2 mm)

Oblique Square
AR0D8700S

18"
(457.2 mm)

Bold contrasting
textures in
complementary
tones create a
dynamic combination.
Created with:
Patina Vapour
Fragment Astro
Alchemy Storm
Stria Rock
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Block Weave

Shifting rows of square and
rectangular tiles deliver simplicity
on a large scale. Using linear
products creates contrasting grain
direction, highlighting the simple
weave and elegant pattern.

9"
(228.6 mm)

18"
(457.2 mm)

18"
(457.2 mm)

Block Weave
AR0D1500

A luxurious weave
given distinctive
movement by lustrous
bands of deep color
and delicate
metallic texture.
Created with:
Chroma Black

A classic pattern is
given real dynamism
by contrasting blocks
of linear grains.
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Neutral

Treated
Metallic
Staggered
Block
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Staggered Block Repeat

Panoramic and architectural,
this large-scale pattern works
handsomely as a backdrop to
large commercial spaces. Three
varying tile sizes create subtle
flow and feature stripping gives
the pattern stunning definition.

18"
(457.2 mm)
6"
(152.4 mm)
18"
(457.2 mm)

Staggered Block Repeat

AR0D1520

Contrasting neutral
tones and textures
make a bold and
useable statement.
Created with:
Kura Caraway
Basilica Salt

9"
(228.6 mm)

1/8"
(3.2 mm)
stripping
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Basket Weave

A timeless classic is given new
beauty and elegance from the
sophisticated placement of planks
and square tiles that are artisan
cut and proportionally balanced.
Single-color designs offer a
traditional finish while multicolored patterns create drama.

Basket Weave
AR0D1370

4.5"
(114.3 mm)
12"
(304.8 mm)
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3"
(76.2 mm)

Three rustic
Woods with a
Stone key tile
produce an illusion
of depth in this
bold open weave.
Created with:
Harbour Pine
Aged Oak
White Wash Wood
Stria Ash
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Random Stone

A contemporary shifting block
pattern created by three
rectangular tile widths. Versatile
and impactful, Random Stone
brings uniformity and grandeur
to large spaces, and also works
superbly in smaller rooms.

Random Stone
AR0D6060

18"
(457.2 mm)

12"
(304.8 mm)

9"
(228.6 mm)

Peppered flecks
flow through the
pattern in this elegant
neutral Stone with
a functional
porcelain finish.
Created with:
Basilica Salt
Kura Caraway Stripping

6"
(152.4 mm)

1/8"
(3.2 mm)
stripping
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Key Stone

A memorable spin on a classic
aesthetic. This traditional pattern
with regularly placed, smaller
accent tiles creates a sense of
open space, while simultaneously
serving to anchor any color
combination, from neutral to
dramatic.
Available Size Options:
AR0D2501
12"x12" tile
1"x1", 2"x2", or 3"x3" key
(Shown below with a 2" x 2" key)
AR0D2502
18"x18" tile
1"x1", 2"x 2", or 3"x3" key

Key Stone

AR0D2501

12"
(304.8 mm)

Classic neutral stone
paired with bold accents
for a sophisticated
contrast and timeless
appeal.
Created with:
Honed Limestone Natural
Graphite Slate

2"
(50.8 mm)
2"
(50.8 mm)
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12"
(304.8 mm)
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Flagstone

Clever combinations of
rectangular and square tiles
make up this charming midsized pattern. In classic products
it offers elegance and in modern
abstracts, intriguing structure.
Available Size Options:
AROD1401
1/2 scale option
AROD1401
2/3 scale option
AROD1401
Full scale option
(Shown Below)

Flag Stone
AR0D1401

12"
(304.8 mm)

18"
(457.2 mm)

6"
(152.4 mm)

6"
(152.4 mm)

6"
(152.4 mm)

Use rectangular
and square tiles
in different sizes.
Create the soft
geometry through
choice of product,
and stripping.

1/8"
(3.2 mm)
stripping

Created with:
Graphite Slate
Silver Feature
Stripping
12"
(304.8 mm)

12"
(304.8 mm)

12"
(304.8 mm)
18"
(457.2 mm)
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18"
(457.2 mm)

6"
(152.4 mm)
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Herringbone

Timeless and ever-popular,
Herringbone delivers a
sophisticated impact to both
traditional and modern spaces.
Immediately it brings to mind
beautiful parquet flooring.

Herringbone
AR0D3000

3"
(76.2 mm)

Choose from two size
options, allowing for
memorable results
whatever the scale
of space.
Created with:
Shore Oak

9"
(228.6 mm)
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Herringbone Pleat

Amtico’s modern take on the
classic Herringbone pattern.
Contemporary in Abstracts
and clean Woods, or introduce
tradition and solidity using
oaks and limestones. Use this
design to add sophistication and
creative detail to a floor.

Herringbone Pleat
AR0D6300

13.5"
(342.9 mm)

4.5"
(114.3 mm)

Texture and grain in
one color designs
bring decorative detail
and modern color in
imaginative combinations.
Created with:
Priory Oak

18"
(457.2 mm)
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Hexagon

Hexagons come together to create
a non-linear look, a geometric
rhythm that hints at honeycomb,
organic use of space, and boldness.
A fresh perspective on a timeless
layout.

Hexagon Unbeveled
DES136

12"
(304.8 mm)

Multiple colors and
textures combined
to create dynamic rhythm
and a modern aesthetic.

10.375"
(263.5 mm)
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Created with:
Fumed Oak
Napoli
Shibori Jasmine
Cirrus Air
Cirrus Shadow
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Custom Layouts

Create
your own
design
Want to start with a blank
canvas, a logo, a sketch, or any
other creative spark? Creating
a truly custom pattern is as
simple as: 1) Submit your idea;
2) Select styles and colors.
To begin your custom project,
contact your local Mannington
Commercial representative.
Submit your idea – Start with a
sketch, a photo, branded elements.
Any inspiration is a good start.
Select styles and colors – Choose
from the broad portfolio of
products in the Amtico Collection –
abstracts or nature-inspired designs,
sophisticated or bold. Then choose
from the most inspiring and relevant
color palette in the industry.
Let our in-house professionals
translate your concepts into
beautiful reality.
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S A M P L E S + I N F O R M AT I O N
800.241.2262
manningtoncommercial.com
1844 US Highway 41 SE
Calhoun, GA 30701
706.629.7301 tel
706.625.6210 fax
348617 1/17

